


Vision

To streamline both the website and data systems of the Food Bank of Northeast
Georgia in order to increase awareness and access of food services across the region.

Challenges/Potential Roadblocks

1. Oversight and regulation on branding aspects from Feeding America in terms
of what we can and cannot do on our website.

2. Getting access to the proper data and determining what is important in
creating an effective and efficient data map of food insecurity.

3. A recent change of leadership that could lead to obsolete or out of date
content on the website.

4. Issues with getting the data mapping findings out to the public in a quick,
accessible way for all communities and individuals.

How we will overcome these

1. Talk with whoever developed the branding and website materials about their
relationship with Feeding America and the regulations they are aware of. From
there, we can directly reach out to Feeding America about things NEGA is
unsure of.

2. Talk with a wide network of people both involved with NEGA and outside of
NEGA to make sure we have a wide array of data to support our findings.

3. Communicate consistently with Erin to ensure what we keep and discard stays
true to her vision and goals for the organization. Also, doing an extensive audit
of the existing website will make sure we calculate the effectiveness of all
materials that currently exist.

4. Accessibility and what we can do to help will depend on time, but our
recommendations will be contingent on the findings we pull from the data. It
may be helpful to research what other food banks around the nation do to
overcome this kind of issue.

Reach Goal

To complete the following tasks for NEGA: 1) a website remodel, 2) a data mapping
system for finding areas with food insecurity currently unaccounted for by NEGA, 3) a
system for disseminating the information found in the data research to get the findings
out to all communities and individuals about how to take advantage of NEGA services,



4) create video content for NEGA to utilize on their website, 5) revamp social media
and create a plan for NEGA to use and continue in their organization

Main Goal

To complete the following tasks for NEGA 1) a website remodel that includes a
minimum of unique media content (videography and photography), 2) a data mapping
system for finding areas with food insecurity currently unaccounted for by NEGA
alongside an extensive review and recommendation of how to move forward with
distributing this information, 3) a minimal social media audit and advising on how to
craft useful content for audiences

Safety Goal

To complete the following tasks for NEGA 1) a website revamping, 2) a data mapping
system for finding areas with food insecurity currently unaccounted for by NEGA
alongside a general review and recommendation of how to move forward with
distributing this information

Checkpoint Assignments

Checkpoint 1: Maddie
● Presentation: Group effort
● Alpha: Leon
● Exploratory Research: Chase
● Project Plan: Megan
● PR/FAQ: Maddie/Ali

Checkpoint 2: Megan
● Presentation: Chase/Ali
● User Research: Chase/Maddie
● Beta: Leon
● UX Map: Megan

Checkpoint 3: Ali
● Presentation: Ali/Chase
● Rough Draft of Final: Megan
● Visual Design Document: Maddie
● Website Beta: Leon



Checkpoint 4: Chase
● Stage Presentation Beta: Ali
● 1.1: Leon
● Launch/handoffs/deliverables/social deliverables: Maddie/Megan

Final Deliverables: Leon
● Operational Project: Megan
● One-Page + Poster: Maddie
● Project Trailer: Chase
● Project Website: Leon
● Stage Presentations: Ali
● Booth Presentations: Ali


